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ABSTRACT 

           There are very simple and powerful optimization algorithm which determine various 

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. As optimization means many different 

attributes. There are various optimization techniques which are implemented for various non-

linear models. Genetic algorithms and Jaya algorithms are widely used for model building , 

validation and policy designs for non-linear models. The main model on which Jaya 

Algorithm has been implemented is of Surge Tank. The improvement in these algorithms 

brings necessity in evaluation of the efficacy of the surge tank. This is the main purpose of 

this thesis. 

           This Thesis carries the work on implementing the Jaya Algorithm and Genetic 

Algorithm with Adaptive control on  Surge tank. The different Algorithms are also compared 

with Jaya Algorithm for different benchmark functions. The common control parameters are 

required by Jaya Algorithm but not the algorithm specific control parameters. 

        The Genetic Algorithm and the Jaya Algorithm are also implemented on Surge tank with 

adaptive control to obtain the system dynamics. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

           Optimization Techniques are used everywhere, from engineering designs to financial 

markets and from our daily activity to planning our holidays and computer sciences to 

industrial applications.  

           In every aspect we always try to maximize or minimize elements for better results, 

profits and performances. Just to find the solution of optimization problem, whether 

intentionally or subconsciously determines as old as human history [34]. So many physical 

phenomena are used in governing of action principle or its variants. 

           Optimization include the wide range of problems with the aim of searching for certain 

optimality. The optimization techniques varies from system to system or we can say problem 

to problem and the complexity of the optimization problems depends on function to function 

which are formed from its objective functions and constraints [31]. 

        This thesis not only deals with Genetic Algorithm but also based on Jaya Algorithm by 

comparing the system dynamics with other algorithms such as Harmony Search, Teaching 

learning based optimization algorithm , Particle swarm Optimization and Genetic algorithm 

by comparing them with four Benchmark functions[3 , 10]. 

         Thus, the Genetic Algorithm and Jaya Algorithm are also implemented for Non-Linear 

Liquid Level control for Surge Tank just to determine the system dynamics , its performance 

and the Compared Results[5 ,15]. 
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         The Evolutionary and Swarm Intelligence based Algorithms are Probabilistic 

algorithms and require common controlling parameters such as population_size , Number of 

generations and Elite size and many more.Besides all these evolutionary based methods , 

some Algorithms requires their own algorithm-specific control parameters[17]. 

Different usage criteria for different Algorithms are as follows: 

         GA uses selection operator , crossover probability and mutation probability[5,15]. PSO 

uses inertia weight , social and cognitive parameters[3,10]. ABC uses number of onlooker 

bees , employed bees, scout bees and limit[22,29]. HS uses harmony memory considerations 

rate, pitch adjusting rate and the number of improvisions[38]. Jaya Algorithm uses the best 

and the worst value of the updated population[1,8]. TLBO uses Teacher phase and learner 

phase[2,24]. 

         Optimization techniques consists of different type of algorithm such as Particle-Swarm 

Opimization , Genetic Algorithm , Harmony search Optimization , Jaya Algorithm, Teaching 

and learning based algorithm , Artificial Bee-colony and Bacterial Fore-ageing and many 

more[1,8,19,20,22,29]. 

         All these Algorithms are widely used for different types of non-linear model and are 

widely improvised with different performances and characteristics. There are different ways 

in classification of optimization problems. The optimization is classified as follows: 

(i) Objective : (i) Single Objective.  (ii) Multi Objective. 

(ii) Constraint :  (i) Unconstrained (ii) Constrained 

(iii) Landscape : (i) Unimodal(convex) (ii) Multimodal 

(iv) Function Form : (i) Linear (ii) Non-Linear 
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 (v) Variables/Responses : (i) Discrete  (ii) Continuous (iii) Mixed 

 (vi) Determinancy : (i) Deterministic (ii) Stochastic 

         The different types of functions used for these algorithms are Easom function ,schwefel 

function, Himmelblau function, Booth function, Rastringin function Sphere Function [40]. 

          Thus, all the evolutionary and swarm intelligence based algorithm require proper 

tuning of algorithm-specific parameters in addition tuning of common controlling 

parameters[17]. 

           Jaya Algorithm when compared with other TLBO , GA , PSO AND HS [1,8,19,20]and 

proved the best algorithm among all. Jaya Algorithm even used to solve for constrained 

benchmark function[38]. Thus, the process parameters has to be set to obtain better 

performance results through Jaya Algorithm. 

1.2  PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

       Particle Swarm Optimization was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 which is 

based on swarm behaviour such as fish and bird schooling in nature. There are so many 

algorithms which uses the behaviour of swarm intelligence such as Ant Colony Algorithm 

and Ant Algorithms[3]. It is a very simple technique as it mostly similar to Genetic 

Algorithm but it never undergoes for mutation/Crossover operators or pheromone. As , it uses 

the randomness of real numbers and the global communication among the swarm particles. 

      It is easier because it does not implement encoding or decoding of the parameters into 

binary strings as those in genetic algorithms. 
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      The particles are defined in PSO is that the space of an objective function by adjusting the 

trajectories of individual agents. These trajectories form the piece wise paths in a quasi-

stochastic manner[10]. 

      Two major components of PSO are: 

(i) Stochastic component 

(ii) Deterministic component 

       We have different constraints for implementing the unconstrained problems. For 

constrained optimization,[28] there are many ways in obtaining the constraint inequalities 

and equalities as there are two approaches for determining the constraint optimization i.e. 

(i) Direct Implementation. 

It is basically used to determine the system new particle location just to see 

whether they can satisfy the constraints or not. 

(ii) Transformation. 

In this constraints are replaced by new generated locations such that they can 

obtain the better results for different benchmark functions for unconstraint 

optimization problems. 

1.3  GENETIC ALGORITHM 

        Genetic algorithm is a metaheuristic algorithm which was developed by John Holland in 

1960s and 1970s. It is a model or abstraction of biological evolution based on Charles Darwin 

Theory of natural selection and the Holland used  the recombination and crossover , mutation 

and selection in the study of adaptive and artificial systems. These genetic operators formed 

the essential part of GA as  problem-solving strategy. 
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       The optimal solution of the problem does not guarantee by Genetic Algorithm 

however all its empirical evidences are between acceptable levels, in a competitive time 

with the rest of all other optimization techniques such as simulated annealing , sequential 

search methods , hyper climbing , Jaya Algorithm , TLBO, Harmony-search etc. Genetic 

Algorithm does not make any kind of assumptions for any other optimization 

techniques[5,15,16,18]. Genetic Algorithm are applied to solve the wide range of 

engineering and scientific optimization discussions. Just to understand the basic 

functionality of the genetic algorithm we have to understand the system and modelling of 

the Genetic algorithm and vary all its optimization problem variables and then have to 

recombine to obtain better results and better characteristics of the system[30].                 

The main objective of the system using Genetic algorithm can find new set of parameters 

that are produced by optimum values in the variables to the optimization problem.  If a 

variable encoding is decided , the first main step will be to encode the initial population 

of the GA with random encoded parameter values just to form n number of 

chromosomes[32]. 

         The second step is to evaluate the order of the measurable value that indicates all the 

set of parameters to obtain the solution of the system. 

        The selection operators of GA gave more systematic system accuracy to the 

chromosomes for the optimization problem. Selection and crossover operators always try 

the combination of parameters just to obtain better results for non-linear models for better 

system characteristics. 

        A new set of parameters must be chosen to improve the current value of criteria 

function in all optimization algorithm[6] . Genes were mixed with the crossover operators             
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The thirty three ne off springs were generated by mixing it with the strings of parameters 

which represents the chromosomes for the two parents. 

        There are three different crossover techniques such as: 

(i) One-point crossover technique. 

(ii) Two-point crossover technique. 

(iii) Uniform crossover technique. 

1.4  HARMONY-SEARCH OPTIMIZATION 

             This optimization algorithm was first developed Z.W.Geem et.al. in 2001 as it is 

relatively a new heuristic optimization such that it helps in determining the solution for 

different optimization problems[38]. This algorithm can easily combine with other algorithm 

to obtain better optimization results. Harmony-search can be explained by improvisation 

process by musician and four possible choices can be determined i.e. 

(i) A series of pitches in harmony through memory. 

(ii) Adjusting the pitch.. 

1.5  TLBO 

        Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) is a new optimization method which is 

proposed  for the mechanical and electrical design problems such that this method works on 

the basis of learners through teachers[2]. Various other algorithms are naturally inspired , 

Teaching-Learning based optimization which is based on population and even the population 

obtain a  solution globally. The population is considered The group of learners are considered 

as population based classes of learners[24]. The TLBO is divided as follows : 
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(i) The first phenomena is  „Teacher Phase‟. 

(ii) The second phenomena is  „Learner phase‟. 

              „Teacher Phase‟ is known for learning through teachers and „Learner Phase‟ is 

known by learning through learners. TLBO is explained as follows: 

(i) TLBO method get tested on four different benchmark  function just to determine 

the effectiveness for its different characteristics. 

(ii) Average solution , convergence rate , best solution and computational effort are 

the main characteristics to determine the effectiveness of system. 

(iii) It is better optimization technique as compared to other optimization problems for 

better and efficient results. 

(iv) This method is easily used in designing of mechanical and electrical problems for 

better characteristics and better optimization results. 

(v) TLBO method not only designed for better characteristics but it determines two 

phases in a single algorithm which make it more efficient and better from other 

algorithms. 

1.5.1  TEACHER PHASE 

          In this phase the teacher teaches the first phenomena of the algorithm to all 

learners. During this phase the teacher teaches the learners the mean results about the 

subject on the basis of his capability[25]. At any iteration „i „ the main assumption leads 

to „m‟ total subjects i.e. all the variables such that „n‟ determines the total learners(i.e. 

size of the population , k=1,2,…..,n) and Mj,i be the mean result of the  subject learned by 

the learners ‟j‟(j=1,2,…..,m) . the best overall result can be calculated as follows: 

      Xtotal-Kbest , i                                                                                            (1.1) 
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          When all the subject are considered together just to obtain the total population of 

learners such that the best learner result can be determine by kbest. The highly learned 

person are the teachers who teaches the learners and help them to obtain the better results 

such that they can have better learning which is important for the consideration for the 

TLBO algorithm as a  teacher[26]. 

            In this phase the mean result of every subject is directly directed to the 

corresponding result shown by the teacher in every subject which is given by: 

Diff_Mean j,k,I = ri (Xj,kbest,I – TFMj,i)                                                                   (1.2) 

             Xj,kbest,I is used to determine the best result in subject j. TF is the teaching factor 

which decides the changed mean value for obtaining the better results  whereas ri  is 

known as the random number for a specific range of [0 ,1]. All the values of TF cn be 

decided for 1 or 2. 

TF=round[1+rand(0,1){2-1}]                                                                             (1.3) 

           TF in TLBO algorithm is parameter-less such that it even not act as the algorithm 

input and random values so decided in this algorithm to obtain better results[27] . 

However, the performance of TLBO found better value of TF which may be 1 or 2 thus, 

this algorithm simplifies the system teaching factor so suggested just by taking 1 or 2 as it 

all depends not only rounding-up criteria but also Diff_Meanj,k,I . As all the desired 

solution is updated for the teacher phase . 

     X'j,k,i = Xj,k,i + Diff_Meanj,k,i                                                                                 (1.4) 

         Where, X‟j,k,I is determined as the updated value for the Xj,k,i- X‟j,k,I which is accepted as 

the function value and all the values will be accepted in the end of the phase by the teachers .        

All the values can be maintained and became the part of the input in the learner phase. The 

teacher phase is the main process on which learner phase is dependent[2,26]. 
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1.5.2 LEARNER PHASE 

        This phase increases the learners knowledge through interaction with themselves as it is 

the second part of the algorithm such that the learner interaction with other learners just by 

improving the knowledge. The learner whose knowledge is better than other learners in terms 

of new things than just by considering  size of population „ n „ , the learning phenomena of 

phase can be determined by the  knowledge of learner to learner[27,24]. 

        Just by considering the learners Pand Q randomly the : 

       X'total-P,i ≠ X'total-Q,i (where, X'total-P,i and X'total-Q,i  these are the updated  function values 

of Xtotal-P,i and Xtotal-Q,i of P and Q respectively at the end of teacher phase).  

X''j,P,i = X'j,P,i + ri (X'j,P,i -  X'j,Q,i), If X'total-P,i < X'total-Q,i                                                          (1.5) 

X''j,P,i = X'j,P,i + ri (X'j,Q,i - X'j,P,i), If X'total-Q,I < X'total-P,i                                                                                        (1.6) 

 X''j,P,I  is accepted if it gives a better function value. 

        The Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) are for minimization problems. In the case of maximization 

problems, the Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) are used. 

X''j,P,i = X'j,P,i + ri (X'j,P,i -  X'j,Q,i), If X'total-Q,i < X'total-P,i                                                        (1.7) 

  X''j,P,i = X'j,P,i + ri (X'j,Q,i - X'j,P,i), If X'total-P,i < X'total-Q,i                                                                                     (1.8) 
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1.6  LITERATURE REVIEW 

       Jaya Algorithm is a simple and more powerful optimization technique for solving the 

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems. This algorithm has a concept of 

rejecting the worst solution and obtain the best solution for the given problem. Jaya 

algorithm provides the effective results and better performance as compared to other 

optimization technique. Jaya algorithm is implemented on different controllers and 

devices . 

       In [43], the author applied the Jaya algorithm on automatic generation control using 

fuzzy-PIDF controller such that this work is proposed for the AGC of a two area power 

system . The five gain constants and the filter derivative constant is implemented on Jaya 

algorithm. The controller in this technique minimizes the frequency deviations and the tie 

line power deviations within a short span of time and with small values of peak overshoot 

and peak undershoot. The comparison is obtained between fuzzy-PID controller and the 

fuzzy-PIDF controller by tuning with Jaya algorithm. The comparison determine the 

fuzzy-PIDF controller is better and more efficient with Jaya algorithm. 

       In [44], the author applied Jaya algorithm for Tea category identification using a 

novel fractional fourier entropy such that this technique introduces this novel feature of 

fractional fourier entropy (FRFE) and its effectiveness is determined for tea images and 

even a novel classifier is determined as Jaya-FNN which is combined with feedforward 

neural network to determine better features and better results. This method is also applied 

to X-ray images , magnetic resonance imags , microglia images and the Alzheimer‟s 

disease images. 
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        In [45], the author applied the Jaya algorithm in urban traffic signal control such that 

this algorithm determines the different types of lights used in traffic signal by automatic 

updating it with the Jaya Algorithm such that the blinking of lights will take place within 

a short span of time and obtain the better results as compared to other optimization 

algorithm used in implementing the urban traffic signal. The performance characteristics 

so obtained for the system is better and efficient than other optimization algorithms. 

       In [24] , the author describes Jaya algorithm with different benchmark functions for 

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems such that the best and the worst 

values are obtained . 

       In [46] , the author determines the system consistency with Jaya algorithm such that 

variable power can be calculated and the other electric power sources will determine the 

reliable power supply . Using Jaya algorithm the wind power proportion is calculated just 

to obtain the power . The best and worst power value is calculated using Jaya algorithm to 

upgrade the grid and lowering the ability to supplement the conventional production of 

variable power. Using Jaya algorithm the power management is done in wind power 

plants , in addition it determines the weather forecasting and permits the electric power 

network to produce more and more variations in production of variable power. 

       In [47],  the author determines the facial recognition based on emotion recognition 

expressions proves to be the important field for effective computing. Using Jaya 

algorithm the  problem is resolved using a novel intelligent emotion recognition system. 

The stationary wavelets are used to extract a single hidden layer using feed forward 

neural network such that the Jaya algorithm helps in preventing the training of the 

classifiers which will not fall into the local optimum points. 
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       In [48], the author determines the photovoltaic models parameters based on the 

voltage characteristic curves which is significant for the simulation , control of the system 

and the evaluation. Of the system. The Jaya algorithm is proposed in the PV models such 

that to adjust the tendency for approaching the best solution and avoiding the worst 

solution at different stages and improves the exploration ability of the system. The Jaya 

algorithm used in PV models solves the parameter identification parameters such as PV 

module comprehensive experiment, single diodes and the multiple diodes. It determines 

the system accuracy and reliability of the system using Jaya algorithm. 

       In [22], the author determines the G-Jaya which is proposed to estimate the graphics 

processing unit (GPU) of the Li-ion battery model which helps in tuning the algorithm 

specific parameters using Jaya and the procedures so used in this system are the solution 

updates , the fitness value and the best/ worst values used in determining the system GPU. 

All the experimental results determines the estimated battery model parameters and 

reduces the execution time using entry level and professional level of GPU‟s. 

       This dissertation mainly comprises of five chapters which  basically determines the 

adaptive control on Surge Tank system using Jaya algorithm and GA algorithm to 

determine the system non-linearities and the liquid level‟h‟.  The main objectives of 

dissertation is to : 

 To stabilize the liquid level surge tank by imposing physical constraints. 

 To develop controllers which also impart robustness to the non-linear system , by 

learning different algorithm such as the latest Jaya Algorithm which helps in 

improving the system tendency. 
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 To obtain the parameters of surge tank using Jaya Algorithm such as h (height) , α and 

β (non-linearities) of the system such that the worst value and the best value of the 

system will be determined. 

In the above desired system a careful and critical analysis of all the papers the following 

research gap findings are obtained such as: 

 Jaya is faster than GA and has been employed for all other optimization technique but 

degradation in its efficiency is a major concern and can be overcome by using Jaya 

Algorithm[12,13]. 

 GA needs to converge data optimally by using variance of data[32]. 

 Jaya algorithm helps in solving many problems which are not solved by BFA and GA 

, e.g, by calculating the Best Value and the Worst value and the Standard deviation of 

the system[20] . 

 Although Jaya algorithm is promising and has successful applications , number of 

challenges still remain like handling the learning rate where learning of the agent 

happens directly from the experiences in operational environments. 

          The suggested approach for adaptive control using Jaya algorithm on Surge tank  

obtain most suitable results using Jaya Algorithm . Our motivation for this novel is based on 

the approach that Jaya Algorithm has very few requirements: 

(i) An appropriate mapping between the best value and the worst value using 

nonlinearities such as alpha and beta. 

(ii)  An appropriate fitness function. 

(iii)  Jaya Algorithm has been used with adaptive control on surge tank such that it has 

descent convergence speed and high accuracy and better convergence as compared to 
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Genetic Algorithm . As it provides better accuracy and better performance 

characteristics results  as compared to genetic algorithm and fuzzy –logic system . 
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CHAPTER 2 

JAYA ALGORITHM 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

       Jaya Algorithm which is a newly evolved optimization technique , this algorithm is 

introduced by R.Venkat Rao in year 2016[1]. Jaya algorithm is a single phase technique and 

simpler as compared to other algorithms such that this algorithm quite similar to that of 

Teaching-Learning Based algorithm such that it has better performance characteristics and 

provide better results as compared to other optimization techniques. 

       Let us take f(x) as an objective function which has to be minimized or maximized such 

that taking an iteration‟ i‟ ,‟ m‟ as number of variables and‟ n „as candidates solutions by 

taking size of population as k = 1,2,…..,n. 

       The basic term best will be used to obtain the best value of the population and the term 

worst determines the worst value of the population[8]. 

X'j,k,i = Xj,k,i + r1,j,i (Xj,best,i -  │Xj,k,i│) - r2,j,i (Xj,worst,i -  │Xj,k,i│)                                     (2.1) 

Such that, 

      Xj,best,j is the value of variable. 

    „j‟ act best among all the candidates . 

    Xj,worst,j is the  variable values  . In this term „j‟ acts as worst among all the candidates. 

    X’j,k,i is the updated value for Xj,k,i. 
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    When all the iterations are accepted than these functional value will be used as input to the 

next iteration. This theorem strives the best result and hence termed as Jaya such that the 

Sanskrit meaning of Jaya means Victory or triumph[19]. 

 

Fig 2.1 Flow chart describing Jaya Algorithm 

        The above flow chart determines how to obtain the solution by initializing the 

population size , number of design variables and termination criterion so that  the system will 

provide the best value and the worst value as shown in Fig 2.1. 
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PSEUDO CODE OF JAYA ALGORITHM 

 The count of updated population (Xj) is an estimate of the solutions either worst 

value or the best value  of a particular solution k. For a particular front F, let j =|N| 

then for each member in F, X desired value is  calculated as follows.  

 Initialize Xk= 0  

 Sorting all solutions in N for estimating the worst order of objective function value 

fm.  

  In the given list of m
th

 objective assigned for  infinite  distance to solutions at the 

extremes of the list (i.e. X1 = Xz = ∞), for k = 2 to (j – 1), calculate Xj as follows: 

      
  
   

   
   

  
      

                                                                                               (2.2) 

 

2.2 DEMONSTRATION OF THE WORKING OF JAYA ALGORITHM    

       FOR A SPHERE FUNCTION 

        The Jaya Algorithm demonstration on a sphere function which is an unconstrained 

benchmark function such that the objective function determines the values to maximize or to 

minimize such as : 

         ∑   
  

                                                                                                        (2.3) 

    Subject to   -100≤   100 

        Now , let us assume the size of the population to be 10 (i.e.taking two varaiables x1 and 

x2 and two iterations by using tables we can determine the initial population to determine the 

objective function[20] . through this we can calculate the best and the worst solution such that 

we can obtain the mean population. 
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Table 2.1  Initial Population determined for sphere function 

Candidate X1 X2 f(x) Status 

1 -5 18 349  

2 14 63 4165  

3 70 -6 4936 Worst 

4 -8 7 113 Best 

5 -12 -18 468  

          From above Table 2.1 the best solution is obtained by fourth
 
candidate and similarly 

the worst solution is calculated by the third can be determined. Thus r1=0.58 and r2=0.81 for 

x1 and for x2  the value of r1=0.92 and r2=0.49 . By initializing the value of the population size 

, the design variables and the termination criterion . Through this we can determine the best 

and worst solutions and the mean of the system and the standard deviation of the system. 

X'1,1,1= X1,1,1+ r1,1,1 (X1,4,1 - │X1,1,1│) - r2,1,1 (X1,3,1 - │X1,1,1│)                   (2.4) 

= -5 + 0.58 (-8-│-5│) -0.81 (70-│-5│) = -65.19                                                            (2.2.1) 

X'2,1,1= X2,1,1+ r1,2,1 (X2,4,1 - │X2,1,1│) – r2,2,1 (X2,3,1 - │X2,1,1│)                  (2.5) 

= 18 + 0.92 (7-│18│) – 0.49 (-6-│18│) = 19.64                                                            (2.5.1) 

         Thus the table 2.2 determines the new values and the objective function of x1 and x2  

and thus first iteration for the function has been determined. During first iteration , the new 

values of the variables and the objective function are as follows. 
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Table 2.2 The new values with the objective function (sphere) 

Candidate X1 X2 f(x) 

1 -65.19 19.64 4644.466 

2 -44.12 45.29 3997.76 

3 24.76 0.8 613.697 

4 67.6 13.37 4735 

5 70.58 -16.36 5249.186 

         Thus, table 2.3 determines the system best and the worst value for the function such as 

x1 and x2. At the end of first iteration , for the updated values of the variables and the 

objective function based on fitness comparison[1,8] 

Table 2.3 The system best and the worst value 

Candidate X1 X2 f(x) Status 

1 -5 18 349  

2 -44.12 45.29 3997.76 Worst 

3 24.76 0.8 613.697  

4 -8 7 113 Best 

5 -12 -18 468  

For 1
st
 iteration :                                                                         For 2

nd 
iteration 

Best Value :113                                                                             Best Value = 113 

Worst value : 4936                                                                         Worst Value =3997.76

2.3 CONCLUSION  

       The newly proposed Jaya Algorithm has strong potential to solve all types of  

constrained and unconstrained optimization problems such that this algorithm is simple to 

apply as compared to other algorithm , it has no  specific algorithmic parameters and it 

provides  results with optimum values. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE BENCHMARKS CONSIDERED 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

       The hybrid control techniques and the algorithms which are used in previous chapters 

which are intend to devise the process control problem using indirect adaptive control on 

Liquid Level control Surge Tank so as to make system more stable and robust and to 

determine system parameters such as height , alpha and beta which are the non-linearities of 

the system[17]. 

       In order to elucidate the supremacy of the system we are determining two algorithms for 

the liquid level control surge tank problem : 

 Jaya Algorithm 

 Genetic Algorithm 

        Basically , the main difference lies in both the system is to elucidate the values of Height 

of liquid level surge tank , and the non-linearities in case of Genetic algorithm . 

        For Jaya algorithm to determine the values of Height of the liquid level control , best 

value , worst value and the mean value of the system for the non-linearities such as alpha and 

beta[11,35]. 
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3.2  ADAPTIVE CONTROL  

       An adaptive control strategy which is widely applicable for  Adaptive Control such that it 

combines with the plant models in closed loop by redesigning the controllers as shown in fig. 

There are various techniques which are used in adaptive control so that the system become 

stable and robust. All the applications used in indirect adaptive control are flexible and highly 

appropriate. These controller are used for different non-linear systems[35]. 

       The non-linear system on which this indirect adaptive control technique is implemented 

is liquid level control surge tank using Jaya algorithm and [39] Genetic Algorithm as shown 

in Fig 3.1. 

Let us discuss about the nominal motion of indirect adaptive control which is as follows: 

Let x*(t) is the main solution for the nominal trajectory such that the initial condition which 

determine the system are:     X*(0)=x0                                                                                (3.1) 

Such that       ̇  and the initial condition are x(0)=x0+δx0 

 The error dynamics can be calculated as follows: 

e(t)=x(t)-x*(t)                                                                                                                       (3.2) 

 

Fig 3.1 Block diagram of Adaptive Control 
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        Taking a reference input r(t) taking laplace transform R(s) and Ym(s) as the laplace 

transform transform ym(t), 

     

    
 

    

    
 

  

                 
                                                                                        (3.3) 

is a reference model where p(s) is pole of the polynomial such that q0→ constant. 

ym(t)=  ̇          
                                                                                         (3.4) 

in this the output goes to zero such that its dynamics varies from r(t)=0,t≥0, so R(s)=0 and 

p(s)        

         
                                                                                            (3.5) 

While determining the online approximation for plant non-linearities we have functions such 

as α(x) and β(x)  

                          
                                                                                                            (3.6) 

And                    
                                                                                                           (3.7) 

        α(x) =  
                                                                                                          (3.8) 

        β(x)=   
                                                                                                          (3.9) 

where           are the parameter vectors 

                                                                                                                          (3.10) 

                                                                                                                           (3.11) 

And to determine the certainty equivalence control term 

         e(t)= ym(t)-y(t)                                                                                                          (3.12) 
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3.3  GENETIC ADAPTIVE CONTROL ON SURGE TANK  

       In this controller we tune the system model to specify the system parameters. The 

Genetic Algorithm helps in tuning with the non-gradient methods so as to tune it with the set 

of models (approximators)[9]. 

 

Fig 3.2 Diagram of Surge Tank 

        The population of estimators used in this method with a restriction such as β(x(k))≥   

for some known     ,by assuming thatd=1and         if we have d >1 for all set of 

populations[7].  

        Suppose all the set of approximators as α and β where the i
th 

 can be defined as follows: 

       
                                                                                                                            (3.13) 

and 

       
                                                                                                                           (3.14) 

 

For i=1,2,3,4,…..,S. let i
th

 estimate  the output and identification error which is shown as: 

    ̂        (x(k),   
                 

                                                          (3.15) 
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  (k)=   ̂(k)-y(k)                                                                                                           (3.16) 

         
        

                                                                                                  (3.17) 

 

For i= 1,2,3,….,S where    acts as the chromosome of the i
th 

individual of the population.  

Now, we are searching for estimator parameters: 

We consider  

             (k)                                                                                                   (3.18) 

                       =    ̂(k)-y(k)                                                                                          (3.18.1) 

              =(         ,   
         (         

      )                

                                                                                                                                       (3.18.2) 

    It measures the estimation error size such that all terms in the above equation are 

computable and minimize→          . 

  ̅         
 

           
                                                                                        (3.19) 

Where; 

γ>0 , is a design variable such that by using genetic operation we determine the population of 

next generation where , we determine crossover , mutation probability, selection and elitism. 

By comparing all the parameters we determine the system generations . The parameters can 

be adjust with the help of  θ(k), where all the parameters are estimated at time k, which is 

used in finding the equivalence control law : 

θ(k) = argmin{  (       )                                                                    (3.20) 

which can be seen as the parameters for obtaining the best model for population such that 

elitism is used in determining the fitness function of the system[12,13]. 

In determining the cost function that it quantifies the estimated error i. e. 
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  ( 
        )  ∑   

    
     )                                                                                      (3.21) 

                             = ∑    ̂             
                                                                         (3.21.1) 

Where ; 

  ̂      (         
         

      )             
      ) u(j-1)    

                                                                                                                                          (3.22) 

  ( 
        )  determines the approximation error over the last N steps. 

        determines the parameters for the estimator, by computing  all these terms we 

can determine the system accuracy and performance characteristics much better and the 

estimated data can be obtained. 

For computing the surge tank problem: 

We have n=m=0 so x(k)=h(k). By picking the  structured approximator we designed the GA 

and its adapted mechanism . 

The approximator choice for the plant non-linearities  can be determined as follows: 

  (          )                                                                                                     (3.23) 

  (    )                                                                                                            (3.24) 

Where ; 

             and       are the scalars for determining the approximator w.r.t the tunable 

parameters, by using the non-gradient based methods. 

The boundary conditions for the system are: 

-2≤                           

       Liquid level control of surge tank  is a non-linear model  where h(t) determines the value 

of liquid level(saturated) , u(t) as the liquid level control , c and d are the constants and 

A(h(t))=|a(h(t)+b| is the known cross-sectional area in which a and b are also constants . 
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  √      

     
 

 

 (    )
                                                                                          (3.25) 

        When we determine the input of the actuator and the fact that the level of the liquid 

never go negative in any case than the dynamics can be viewed as : 

 

h(k+1)= ( h(k)+T 
  √        

         
 )+ ( 

  

         
 )                                                                   (3.26) 

 

α(h(k)) = (h(k) +T 
  √        

         
 )                                                                                       (3.27) 

 

and 

β(h(k))= ( 
  

         
 )                                                                                                       (3.28) 

 

Thus we have  

  h(k+1)=α(h(k))+β(h(k)) u(k)                                                                                         (3.29) 

 

3.4  JAYA ADAPTIVE CONTROL ON  SURGE TANK  

        A  global search-based population which is proposed by Ravipudi Venkat Rao in 2016 

was Jaya Algorithm. The concept on which Jaya Algorithm determine the best solution just to 

avoid failure condition . It is easier in implementation and required common controlling 

parameters such as number of generations and population size[1,8]. 

         The liquid level control Surge tank we have n = m = 0 , such that , x(k)=h(k) ,by 

picking the approximator for designing the Jaya algorithm for the surge tank such that the 

choice of the approximator can be determined as follows : 

  (          )                                                                                              (3.30) 
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  (    )                                                                                                           (3.31) 

Where ; 

                 and       are the scalars for determining the approximator with respect to the 

tunable parameters, so clearly we can use the non-gradient based methods[4]. 

The boundary conditions for the system are: 

-2≤                           

         Such that for i
th  

population we can determine the system modelling in terms of   ; 

      
    

                                                                                                                    (3.32) 

         The online approximators used for plant non-linearities can be approximated by α(x) 

and β(x) : 

  
                                                                                                                               (3.33) 

And     

        
                                                                                                                           (3.34) 

            The parameter vectors           as the state trajectory that can be used for closed 

loop control are :             

  α(x) =  
                                                                                                            (3.35) 

β(x)=   
                                                                                                           (3.36) 

similarly, by determining the compact parameters such as               : 

       
                      (      

      -α(x)|)                                                 (3.37) 

     
                    β (sup |  

                                                              (3.38) 

         Where ,       and       are the approximation errors for which α(x) and      are 

represented approximators finite size . 

                                                                                                                  (3.39) 
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                                                                                                                      (3.40) 

Where these are the known as state bounds depends on the error in the system such that they 

represent the actual system with approximators . 

    ⏞     
                                                                                                               (3.41) 

    ⏞    
                                                                                                                (3.42) 

For determining the parameter errors that can be calculated as follows: 

  ̃             
                                                                                                       (3.43) 

  ̃            
                                                                                                        (3.44) 

Now we can consider the indirect adaptive control law : 

                                                                                                                        (3.45) 

The error can be determined as follows : 

                                                                                                                  (3.46) 

First phase of Jaya Algorithm : 

Now determining the dynamics of Jaya Algorithm , in which each individual comprises of n 

design variables , xj= (x1,x2,x3,…….,xn) 

xj,i= x‟j,i+rand[0,1] * (x
u
j,i-x

‟
j,i)                                                                                 (3.47) 

where x‟j,i and x
u

j,I are the lower and the upper bounds such that the rand[0,1] is the uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 1 so that population size can be determined. 
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x‟j,k,i=xj,k,i+r1,j,G *(xj,best,G -|xj,i,G|)-r2,j,G* (xj,worst.G-|xj,i,G|)                                                     (3.48) 

where , xj,best,G     →   determines the values of the best candidate . 

xj,worst.G → determines the values of the worst candidate. 

Range to be between [0,1]. 

r1,j,G *(xj,best,G-|xj,i,G|)-r2,j,G      →  it points  the tendency of the best solution. 

(xj,worst.G-|xj,i,G|) → it points out the tendency of the system to be worst . 

r1,j,G *(xj,best,G -|xj,i,G|) → it points out the tendency of the system by making system better and 

obtain the best solution and avoids the worst solution of the system[1,8]. 

The exploration ability of the system determines by |xj,i,G|. 

          Second phase of the Jaya Algorithm can be determined by x‟j,i,G such that we can 

determine the values of lower and upper bounds as follows : 

x‟j,I,G ={

   
        

                   
    

 

   
        

                   
    

 

      
                                  

                                                                       (3.49) 

           Finally all the values of the objective function where the vector x
‟
i,G  is compared to its 

next generation for obtaining the best and the worst value results in the population. 

xi,G+1={
                                              

                                                     
                                                             (3.50) 

where f is the cost function which has to be minimized. 
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             The fitness function of the system can be determined as : 

                 ∑              
                                                                                      (3.51) 

            =(         ,   
         (         

      )                (3.50.1) 

             Liquid level control of surge tank  is a non-linear model  where h(t) determines the 

value of liquid level(saturated) , u(t) as the liquid level control , c and d are the constants and      

A(h(t))=|a(h(t)+b| is the known as total area in which a and b are also constants [19,20]. 

     

  
 

  √      

     
 

 

 (    )
                                                                                         (3.52) 

           When we determine the actuator input and the fact that the liquid level never goes 

negative in any case than the dynamics can be viewed as : 

     h(G+1)= ( h(G)+T 
  √        

         
 )+ ( 

  

         
 )                                                            (3.53) 

      α(h(G)) = (h(G) +T 
  √        

         
 )                                                                               (3.54) 

      β(h(G))= ( 
  

         
 )                                                                                                 (3.55) 

Thus we have  

      h(G+1)=α(h(G))+β(h(G)) u(G)                                                                                (3.56) 

              Such that we can determine the system dynamics through the modelling of Jaya such 

that it can  determine the best value and the worst value of the candidate in the population by 

determining the height of the liquid level surge tank by Eq 3.52 [1,8] and the Non-Linearities 

α and β as shown above by the Eq 3.54 and Eq. 3.55. 

3.5 CONCLUSION  

       In this chapter we have described two algorithms Jaya Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm 

which is used to determine the liquid level surge tank parameters such that we can determine 

the closed loop response of the system , non-linearity estimation of the system and the fitness 

function value of the system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

 To illustrate the supremacy of Indirect Jaya Adaptive control on Liquid level control Surge 

Tank , performance of the designed algorithm for the Liquid Level Control Surge tank has 

been depicted graphically by means of MATLAB Simulation and the comparison of 

Algorithm with their respective functions is also depicted in this chapter. 

 

4.1 COMPARISON OF BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS ON ALGORITHMS 

        In this section we will study about the comparison of different functions such that the 

values so obtained with help of their MATLAB code for different function such as 

Rosenbrock , Himmelblau , Rastringin and Easom Function as shown in Table 4.1. The 

Results obtained by implementing Jaya adaptive control and Genetic adaptive control Using 

Surge tank.  

        In first section a comparison of Rosenbrock function  and Himmelblau function using 

GA and Jaya is shown and the table determining the values obtained for other algorithm such 

as PSO, HS TLBO with Rastringin and Easom function . 

        In second section the comparison of Jaya adaptive control with Genetic adaptive control 

is shown in which tank parameters values varaiations and determining the height of the liquid 

level and the non-linearities alpha and beta is determined with the help of programming . The 

Jaya adaptive programming determines the values of different function and similarly for the 

genetic Adaptive control as shown in next pages of this dissertation. 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of different benchmark functions on different algorithms 

S.No FUNCTIONS ALGORITHM BEST VALUE MEAN VALUE 

1. Rosenbrock Function 

Rastringin Function 

Himmelblau function 

Easom Function 

Jaya Algorithm 16.91*10^5 

0.000000 

6356810294.677 

2936802884.14 

16.20*10^3 

174482914927.71402 

2934542884.141142 

22265928725.917694 

2. Rosenbrock Function 

Rastringin Function 

Himmelblau function 

Easom Function 

Genetic 

Algorithm 

0.664192 

0.398124 

65226.5 

56.450 

4.61776e+06 

7.2526e-12 

71699.5 

35.2234 

3. Rosenbrock Function 

Rastringin Function 

Himmelblau function 

 

HS 62.2429 

1.0000 

61.5452 

23.5455 

0.6000 

26.9051 

 

 

4. Easom Function PSO 8.054481 5.5454 

5. Himmelblau function 

Easom Function 

TLBO 26.9051 

19.8008 

 

20.3453 

14.45645 

 

    The Graphs showing the best and mean value of GA , JAYA  using Himmelblau function 

in Fig 4.1 , 4.2 . 
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Fig 4.1 Himmelblau function using GA 

 

Fig 4.2 Himmelblau function using Jaya algorithm 

 

 

        The fig 4.3 ,4.4 represents the rosenbrock function using GA , Jaya by determining the 

fitness value and the maximum generation of the function . 
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Fig 4.3 Rosenbrock function using GA 

 

 

 

Fig 4.4 Rosenbrock function using Jaya algorithm 
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4.2 COMPARISON OF JAYA ADAPTIVE CONTROL FROM  GENETIC  

      ADAPTIVE CONTROL FOR SURGE TANK PROBLEM 

        

The Fig 4.5 and Fig 4.6 determines the liquid level „h‟ and reference input „r‟ and tank input 

„u‟ such that closed loop system performance is shown and in this we can see that after an 

initial transient period such that these results is due to poor initialization of estimators and we 

get good tracking of the reference input. 

       Tank parameters taken for Indirect Jaya Adaptive control on liquid level control Surge 

Tank and Indirect Genetic Adaptive Control on liquid level control surge tank  at value of 

Jayanc :1000 and Nnc :1000 for the case of Genetic Algorithm. 

        abar :0.01 ; bbar :0.2; cbar:1 and dbar:1 as these parameters determine the clogging 

factor and parameters for lower bound and upper bound . 
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Fig 4.5  Jaya Adaptive Control  Closed loop response 

 

 

Fig 4.6  Genetic adaptive control closed loop response 
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Fig 4.7  Jaya Adaptive control for estimation of the liquid level height and non-

linearities 

 

Fig 4.8 Genetic Adaptive control that estimates the liquid level and non-linearities 
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        The Fig 4.7 and Fig 4.8 determine the estimate of liquid level control which is quite 

good for both the Algorithms : Jaya Algorithms and Genetic Algorithm ; even though the 

individual estimates of the non-linearities are not. 

 

Fig 4.9  Jaya Adaptive Control average Fitness value and Index of best member in 

Population 

 

 

Fig 4.10 Genetic Adaptive Control , average Fitness value and Index of best member in 

Population 
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       The Fig 4.9 and Fig 4.10 determine the average fitness of the population and the index 

„i‟of the best individual for every time step. The average fitness is very low for both the cases 

because of the poor choice for the initial population .In both the population we get the 

“premature convergence “to improve the large mutation rate. 

      Tank parameters taken for Indirect Jaya Adaptive control on liquid level control Surge 

Tank and Indirect Genetic Adaptive Control on liquid level control surge tank  at value of 

Jayanc :1000 and Nnc :1000 for the case of Genetic Algorithm. 

      abar :0.02 ; bbar :0.3 ; cbar:0.9 and dbar:0.9 as these parameters determine the clogging 

factor and parameters for lower bound and upper bound and Gravity is to be taken 10 as 

shown in Fig 4.11 and 4.12 . 

 
Fig 4.11 Jaya Adaptive control closed loop response when abar →0.02 

 

 

Fig 4.12 Genetic Adaptive control closed loop response when abar →0.02 
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          The Fig 4.13 and 4.14 determine the estimate of liquid level control which is quite 

good for both the Algorithms : Jaya Algorithms and Genetic Algorithm ; even though the 

individual estimates of the non-linearities are not. 

 

 

Fig 4.13 Jaya Adaptive control estimates of liquid level and non-linearities when abar 

→0.02 

 

 

Fig 4.14 Genetic Adaptive control estimates of liquid level and non-linearities when 

abar →0.02 
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           The Fig 4.15 and Fig 4.16 determine the average fitness of the population and the 

index „i‟of the best individual for every time step. The average fitness is very low for both the 

cases because of the poor choice for the initial population .In both the population we get the “ 

premature convergence “to improve the large mutation rate. 

 

 

Fig 4.15  Jaya Adaptive control fitness value  when abar →0.02 

 

 

Fig 4.16 Genetic Adaptive control fitness value  when abar →0.02 
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          The Fig 4.17 and 4.18 given below determines the liquid level „h‟ and reference input 

„r‟ and tank input „u‟ such that the performance of the closed loop system is illustrated and in 

this we can see that after an initial transient period such that these results is due to poor 

initialization of estimators and we get reasonably good tracking of the reference input. Tank 

parameters taken for Indirect Jaya Adaptive control on liquid level control Surge Tank and 

Indirect Genetic Adaptive Control on liquid level control surge tank  at value of Jayanc :2000 

and Nnc :2000 for the case of Genetic Algorithm. abar :0.02 ; bbar :0.3; cbar:0.9 and dbar:0.9 

as these parameters determine the clogging factor and parameters for lower bound and upper 

bound and gravity to be taken 10. 

 

Fig 4.17 Jaya Adaptive control, closed loop response at Jayanc-2000 

 

 

Fig 4.18 Genetic Adaptive control, closed loop response at Nnc-2000 
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        The Fig 4.19 and Fig 4.20 , determine the estimate of liquid level control which is quite 

good for both the Algorithms. 

 

Fig 4.19 Jaya Adaptive control, estimates liquid level and non-linearities at Jayanc-2000 

 

 

Fig 4.20 Genetic Adaptive control, estimates liquid level and non-linearities at Nnc-2000 

 

        The average fitness is very low for both the cases because of the poor choice for the 

initial population .In both the population we get the “ premature convergence “to improve the 

large mutation rate as shown in Fig 4.21 and Fig 4.22. 
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Fig 4.21 Jaya Adaptive control, Fitness function at Jayanc-2000 

 

 

Fig 4.22 Genetic Adaptive control, Fitness function at Nnc-2000 

     

           The Table 4.2 determines the values of all the parameters of Jaya Algorithm such that 

it shows the best result and the worst result of the system and make the system more stable as 

compared to Genetic Algorithm as time taken by Jaya Algorithm is less than that of Genetic 

Algorithm.  
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Table 4.2 Parameters and the values of Jaya algorithm on Surge Tank 

S.No Jaya Algorithm 

parameters 

Values obtained Best 

Result 

Worst 

Result 

1. Jayanc 1000 1000 2000 

2. maxGen  
 

 1 - 

3. Bbest       - - 

4. Mbest 2 2 - 

5. Jaya_surge 0.00 - - 

6. Updatepopulation 0.4116 0.4116 - 

7. Maxi 0.9000 - - 

8. Mini 0.0500 - - 

9. STD_BEST 22 - - 

10. Bestvalue        12 0.50 

11. Worstvalue           0.25 -8.00 

12. Height of liquid 

level surge tank 

‘h’ 

                      - - 

13. col0 ‘act as non-

linearity α ‘ 

0.2500 - - 

14. col1’act as non-

linearity β ‘ 

0.5000 - - 

15. Sampling time Self-time : 1.440s 

Total time : 3.485 s 

1.440 6.773 

 

        The  Table 4.3 determine all the parameters of the Genetic algorithm and the best result 

obtain is in the range of 0-100 when Nnc is taken as 1000 , where the time taken by the 

system is more than that of indirect Jaya Adaptive control. 
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Table 4.3 Parameters and the values of Genetic algorithm on Surge Tank 

S.No GA Parameters Values obtained Best 

result 

Worst 

result 

1. Nnc 1000 1000 2000 

2. alpha(1) -1.1082 -1.1082 -- 

3. beta(1) 0.4762 0.4762 -- 

4. thetaalpha(1) 2 2 -- 

5. Thetabeta(1) 0.50 0.50 -- 

6. Alphahat(1) 2 2 -- 

7. Betahat(1) 0.5 0.5 -- 

8. Gamma ‘γ’ 1.000e-03 -- -- 

9. Hhat                          6.2500 0.00 

10. CHROM_LENGTH 12 12 0.00 

11. Sumfitness 2.1717 2.17 -- 

12. Bestmember 8 8 1 

13. Thetaalpha(k) 0.1202 -- -- 

14. Thetabeta(k) 0.5000 0.5 00 

15. Time Taken Self time :3.746 

Total time :8.664 

2.072 8.664 

 

4.3 CONCLUSION 

       In this chapter results are obtained for JAYA and GA algorithm using adaptive control 

on Liquid level control surge tank and the comparison of different functions with Jaya 

Algorithm and the benchmark functions. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
           

The work presented in this thesis describes the dynamics of Surge Tank using Jaya Algorithm 

and Genetic algorithm with adaptive control. The performance of the system with Jaya 

algorithm shows better results as compared to GA. The change in tank parameters shows that 

the Jaya adaptive control for closed loop response shows better performance characteristics 

but in case of GA the performance characteristics get more exaggerated. The performance of 

Jaya algorithm is better than that of the Genetic algorithm such that the system dynamics can 

be easily calculated .Jaya Algorithm is able to provide the reconnaissance mission properly 

for the Surge Tank. The self-time taken by Jaya adaptive control is 1.440 sec and the total 

time take is 3.485 sec whereas in case of Genetic adaptive control the self-time taken by the 

system is 2.072 sec and total time taken by the system is 8.664 sec. The Best practical value 

and the worst practical values obtained for the surge tank problem by Jaya adaptive control 

are 12 and – 8 respectively. In case of Genetic adaptive control the value of alpha, beta and 

the height of the system so obtained are -1.082, 0.4762 and 6.25 respectively. 

 

Discussing about the future scope of Jaya Algorithm: 

 It determines the economic dispatch and operational cycles for probabilistic unit 

commitment with demand response and high wind power.  

 It would be used as pathological brain detection system for determining the stress 

level and depression level of a person without using needle and using different types 

of sensors. 

 Using Jaya algorithm with other latest algorithms such as Memtic algorithms and 

SOMA algorithms for determining the heat and mass transfer, by synchronising these 
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algorithms with Jaya algorithm provide appreciable results and appreciable 

performance characteristics. 

 

There are few algorithm which after using with Jaya algorithm in collaboration would 

provide better results, these algorithms are Rain Drop optimization , Simulated annealing , 

biogeography based optimization , chemical reaction optimization , group search optimizer , 

Bayesian optimization technique , population based incremental learning , continuous scatter 

search, for which adaptive control on surge tank can be implemented. 
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